
Therefore, Bohemia was industrially the most significant and versatile 
country of the monarchy. Her degree of industrialization was similar 
to , that of the German Empire. The unity of the Bohemian countries, 
besides the generál features of the industrialization of Central Europe. 
also showed the special ones of the external siutation as compared 
to less developed areas in which she found her chief buyers. The industrial 
progress of the Bohemian Countries as compared to those of the Double-
Monarchy began to decline after the year 1900. 

I N D U S T R I A L I Z A T I O N A N D T H E S O C I A L P R O B L E M 

Ernst Paul 

Starting with the fact that much research is sťill to be doně regarding the 
industrial history of the Sudeten countries, and on the strength of his po
litical participation in the Sudeten-German Workers Movement, the author 
gives a series of suggestions and indications. The gradual transition of the 
Sudeten-German industry from handwork to machine resulted in a long 
survival of the Publishing systém; thus out of a rieh tradition of erafts-
manship a type developed who was capable of skilled labour, and who as 
a social type survived tili the thirties of ouir Century. Though the social 
grievances during the time of the industrialization led to uprisings of the 
workers in the region of Reichenberg in 1844, their poverty prevented them 
taking any considerable part in the bouxgeois revoluťion of 1848. Since the 
second half of the 19th Century the Workers' Movement was supported 
mainly by the craftsmen and skilled workers, Who had already acquired 
the education and experience necessary for political Organization. The 
Workers Movement can claim the merit for having fought energetically 
and successfully against alcoholism and the resulting moral degeneration 
of the worker. The Co-operative Societies also played an important part in 
the fight against alcoholism and exploitation. 

Of the utmost importance for the gradual strengthening of the Workers 
Movement, and its spirituál force, were the Workers Education Associa
t i o n , as can be seen. for example, from the life of leaders like Josef Seliger. 
In these education centres Schiller, Heine, Herwegh, and well-translated 
works of foreign poets, were read. Through this ťhey became acquainted with 
their cultural heritage and acquired the equipment for their political work. 
Finally, it was important for the people that the villages and small towns 
were industrialized, thereby avoiding the agglomeration of large indu
strial cities as in the Ruhrgebiet or the Midlands of England. So evolved a 
type of worker who loved his homeland, Who lived in his own house, offen 
farming his own land, and who succeeded in making his life meaningful. 
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